
Botany. -- X Ray Investigations on the Ma/ecu/ar Structllre of Chitin i11 

Cell Walls . (Preliminary note.) By A. N . J. HEYN. (Communicated 
by Prof. G. VAN ITERSON JR. ). 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 30. 1935) . 

Very few data exist on the molecular and crystal structure of chitin. 
Chitin of anima I origin has been studied by GO NELL (1926) and discussed 
by MEYER and MARK (1928). The first called author. however. was unable 
to determine the structure and unit cell dimensions . as he only obtained 
DEBIJE. SHERRER photographs. and in a few cases also fibre photographs . 

The study of chitin. as present in plant cell \Valls . appeared to us to 
be of great interest both from the chemical and the botanical points of view. 

From the chemical standpoint. it would be of interest to solve the 
problem as to whether the glucosamin residu es by which the chitin 
molecule is built up are bound together by aldehyde glucosidal linkage or 
by the amino groups. 
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From the botanica I point of view it was thought that such an investi
gation might throw light on the mechanism of growth. especially as the 
material chosen for investigation. the sporangiophore of the fungus 
Phycomyces. shows certain interesting and as yet unexplained phenomena 
during cell elongation. During elongation the young Sporangiophores 
rotate round the long axis . Bu RGEFF (1915) first described th is phenome
non. O ORT (1931) more fully studied it and ca lied it spiral growth. No 
satisfactory explanation could be found . even after a careful scrutiny of 
the details in the subsequent work of OORT and ROELOFS EN (1932) on 
the optical properties of the wall and their data on the direction of proto
plasmic streaming. 
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In this note, thc results obtained from an investigation of the molecular 
structure of chitin as present in these walls will be briefly summarised, 
and the bearing of this observed structure upon the phenomenon of spiral 
growth pointed out. From the data it will be apparent that we have for the 
first time directly established that there probably exists, in th is material. 
a relationship between the molecular structure of the cell wall and the 
mechanism of cell elongation . 

By the use of special technique, it proved to be possible to obtain prepa
rations of definite orientation of the lattice of chitin in all three directions , 
and these preparations we re studied by X rays , the beam being passed 
along different directions in the wall as may be seen in Fig. 1. These 
directions of the wall proved to agree with the axes of the crystallographic 
unit cell of chitin. In Fig. 2 is shown the position of the lattice of chitin 
in the cell wall, found by experiment. 
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Fig . I. 

a. Part of the cylindrical sporangiophore, 
passed by x-ray beam in the direction 
F. The fibre diagram fig . 3 F. is 
obtained. 

b. Part of the wall as passed by the x-ray 

beams. 
A perpendicular to tangential plane of the 
wall ; B perpendicular to radial plane; 
C perpendicular to transverse horizontal 
plane. The corresponding diagrams are 
represented in Fig . 3, A. B. C. 

c 

Fig . 2. 
Position of lattice of chitin in the cell 
wall of the sporangiophore of Phycomyces. 
C Approximate, supposed direction of 
"cellulose chain" of chitin. P direction of 
"protein sidechain" of chitin. 

The corresponding diagrams obtained are given in Fig. 3. 
The identity periods and dimensions of the unit cell , as derived from 

these data are: 

A = 9.7 A .u. B = 10.4 A.u . C = 4.6 A .u. 

From combined chemical and X ray data the position of molecules in 
the unit cell could be determined. The result is represented in Fig. 4. From 
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the figure it may be seen that, in chitin, cellulose chains linked up with 
protein chains are present. The cellulose chains lie along the b axis of the 
cell and the protein chains along the a axis . 
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Fig , 3 A. 
Diagram, obtained when passing the beam 
along A. fig. I, pointing to the presenc( 
of radial planes of spacing 4. 6 A.u. 
(in terferences A2) . 
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Fig. 3 C. 

Diagram obtained, wh en passingthe beam 
along C, fig. I. pointing to the presenc~ 
of both tangential and radial planes (inter,· 
ferences Al and A2) at right angle with 
each other. 
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Fig . 3B. 
Diagram, obtained when passing the beam 
along B, fig . I. pointing to the presenct! 
of tangential planes of spacing 9. 7 A.u. 
(interferences Al)' 
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Fig . 3F, 
Fibre diagram when passing the beam 
along F, fig. I , showing both planes of 
spacing 4. 6 and 9, 7 A.u. 

From all diagrams an identity period of 10.2 or 10.4 may be derived in the direction of 
the long axis. (Interferences I-IV.) 

From these data it was predicted, and later confirmed by details of the 
X ray diagrams, that the b axis must probably form an angle of about 13Yz 
degrees with the c axis. 

By these results the spiral growth shown by the sporangiophore of 
Phycomyces may be explained by accepting plastic slipping along crystal 
planes (OOI) parallel to the band a axes. All the details of this pheno~ 
menon can be understood in the light of the molecular structure as Jt 
is established for the walls and interesting conclusions may be formed, 
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based on these data. as to the mechanism of cell elongation. The con~ 
clusions are in support of our theory that the first phase of surface enlar~ 
gement of the waIl and hence elongation consists in plastic stretching. 

Fig. 4. 
The probable position of molecules in the unit cell of chitin. 
The carbon atoms are omitted. 

o Oxygen atoms. 

• Nitrogen atoms. 

The b axis (10.4 A.u.) forms an angle of about 13Y2 degrees with the a axis. 
The cellulose chains of chitin !ie along the b axis, the protein sidechains along 
the a axis. The c axis agrees with the side distance of protein chains (4. 6 A.u.) 

A fuIl account will shortly appear elsewhere 1) as one of a series of 
papers on the mechanism of cell elongation. 
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1) In the periodical "Protoplasma". 


